Daily Vlog 1:
(Setting up camera)
(Sits down, looks into camera)
Hello! Here we go, vlog one.
So tomorrow is the first day of school! It’s so nice to be back in school after so long…
So.. Orientation just ended!
It was great, I met this girl called Hui En and she’s super nice and really talented. plus we’re
in the same class! So I got a new friend in there. She’s moving into my room next week cos
I’ve got an extra bed here.
(looks towards extra bed)
Can’t wait!
(Thumbs up)
Daily Vlog 14:
School is really tough. It’s only the second week and I’ve already been sleeping at 4 in the
morning every other day. Well… not even sleeping sometimes.
(Rubs eyes)
… I feel really, really shitty.
Anyway, it’s late – I’ve got a morning class tomorrow and more projects to get done. Just …
I just hope I can live up to your name, you know?
(Picks up camera and points camera at image of Miles & Sister)
I’m gonna get to the top and make you proud. I promise.
Daily Vlog 36:
*introduce delusional miles*
*hui en’s concern*
(Miles doing work in front of camera)
(Hui En walks out of the toilet on the phone)
Miles: Hey Huien, imagine this concept. If i’m the only one in class. Then.. i’ll definitely be
the top in class.
(Hui En does a double take)
Hui En: huh?
(Miles looks up and back at huien)
(Miles gets up and goes to the toilet)
Miles: You know like, sometimes I wish there was no one else to compete with so I don’t
have to worry about beating them.
Hui En: (on the phone) Did you hear that? I’m getting quite concerned for her, (she’s been
saying really dark things recently) sometimes I don’t know whether to take her seriously or
not.

Daily Vlog 42:
(Switches on camera phone)
“Shit.. FUCK”
(clutching head)
“How am I going to be able to live up to her name if I’m getting midterm results like this?”
“I got to.. I got to do well for you”
“I got to….”
(Searching for something)
(drops camera)
Stupid camera! (breathes heavily)
(Camera sitting among mess of papers/lying face-up at ceiling)
(Picks up camera)
(In disbelief)
(not looking at camera)
I can’t… I don’t know how she does so well so easily? I… I...
(looks at camera)
(Realisation)
I got to do something about it.
Daily vlog 48:
(standing in somewhat bare stairwell)
I’m spending today setting up a place to work in school, If I work out of school instead of my
room, it’ll be easier to respond if there are any new opportunities. I found that the previous
strategy that I chanced upon to be the most effective. I’ve already settled quite a few people,
I don’t think Shimin will be a threat anymore and I’m one step closer to being the top in
class.
(arranging things on the table)
(pick up a few portraits with threat/not a threat notes)
I’ve started sorting out who are and aren’t threats based on what I’ve seen over the CCTV
footage I’ve been tapping on from security.
(pick up computer with CCTV footage playing)
Anyway, talk to you tomorrow sis. I’m just spending the rest of the day setting up, nothing
much else.
Daily Vlog 64:
(Writing something)
I’ve noticed a trend in the way Deryck works. He’s always at the basement. He doesn’t do
his work anywhere else.
Every day he’s in school by 830am, regardless of if he has class or not.
(noting down on paper as a list)
If his class is in the afternoon, he usually buys a sandwich from the vending machine and
has it for breakfast until 850am.
(scribble scribble)
After that, he start on his work until about 1030 before he takes a toilet break. Oh yea!

(Searching for something on table)
I actually got this.. He writes his weekly schedule down in a planner. So I managed to snap a
photo of his schedule for this week.
(Gets up to pin papers/photo to conspiracy board)
Since he’s the kind that loves helping his friends on their work, I’m going to “ask him for help
on my 4D project” tomorrow.
I’ll update you on how it goes.
Daily Vlog 92 (Day before installation):
Hey sis, so Cheryl has been giving us so damn many assignments, there isn’t a way to do
well in her class.
Today I’m going to be looking for her after her afternoon 3D class with G2………….
(Stairwell door opens)
Miles: (stops abrubtly)
Huien: (off camera) whoa what’s that smell, eh what the heck
Miles: *Gets up to try to hide*
Huien: (off camera) What’s all these things.. Shi min.. Ms Cheryl.. Deryck????
Miles: *Picks up gun and inches towards huien, out of frame*
Huien: (off camera)Miles are you here? I thought I heard Miles talking. Is this yours? Hey!
There yo- what’s all thi*BANG*
(long pause, shuffling)
(Miles goes back to sit down)
I guess the day was coming but I really didn’t want it to be so soon. I really liked her.

